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Introducing Innovations: the RERC
Case

Changing societal and personal needs call
for new and innovated technologies to be
developed, designed, produced, and mar-
keted. In our days of the double evolution:
demographic and towards an information
society, industrial innovation seems to be
geared mostly towards the information soci-
ety, avoiding the demographic evolution.
Successful introductions of new, effective,
and acceptable products and services into
the growing population segment of older
people have been mentioned1, but these are
exceptions rather than the rule.

In the USA, Rehabilitation Engineering
Research Centers (RERCs) plan and con-
duct research leading to new scientific
knowledge and new or improved meth-
ods, procedures, and devices, and help to
produce and market these innovations.
The authority for RERCs is contained in
Section 204(b)(3) of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, as amended (29 U.S.C.
762(b)(3)). Activities are funded under five-
year grants from the National Institute on
Disability and Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR), US Department of Education.
Product commercialization, the activity of
rolling out a new product into the market-
place, is the goal of RERC’s technology
transfer philosophy2.

A Rehabilitation Engineering Research
Center (RERC) on Aging exists at the
University of Buffalo (New York, USA)3.  It
not only expands the knowledge base in
Assistive Technology for older persons, but
also  creates new, useful assistive devices
for this population. In addition it develops
a cadre of service providers, researchers,
and device developers to meet personnel
needs in this area for today and for the
future. Further on, ‘RERC on Aging’ pro-
vides dissemination and technical assis-
tance to all appropriate audiences includ-
ing older persons with disabilities, their
caregivers, service providers, and others. 

Part of its endeavour is establishing limited
and transient production capabilities to
demonstrate sufficient market viability to
interested companies, while providing
some much needed devices to the end
users in the interim.

Products developed by the RERC-Aging
and currently in different stages of tech-
nology transfer, include4: (Figure 1):
(i) Wrist Assist or Articulating Positioning

Device
Description: A multi-positioning, fully
adjustable temporary handle to be used
on walkers or other mobility devices to
preserve the independence of persons
with arthritic and physical limitations.
This device received patent
#5,964,439 for its uniqueness not only
for its application but also for the multi-
tube clamp design. Status: Seeking
license agreement and/or production
partner;

(ii) Refrigerator Door Opener
Description: This device is used to
assist the separation of the magnetic
seal on the door. Its need was
expressed by older persons with limit-
ed strength and/or arthritis.
Status: The original prototype is in use
by a client and a newer more universal
type is in limited production. Once
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Figure 1: (i) wrist assist; (ii) refrigerator door opener
(iii) easy pump (iv) standing cane.
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small production lot completed, mar-
keting will be done through the Center
for Assistive Technology (University of
Buffalo) and Dynamic Living Inc
(Windsor, Connecticut, USA);

(iii)Easy Pump
Description: This device is used on a
gas station pump handle to assist in the
fuel dispensing operation. Persons
served include those with arthritis and
gripweakness. Status: Small produc-
tion lot completed. This product can 
be purchased through Dynamic Living
Inc;

(iv) Standing Cane
Description: A cane with retractable
legs with free standing capability when
no other options for temporary storage
are available. Serving those that are
unable to recover a fallen cane. Status:
Prototypes developed and seeking
commercial partner.

These Assistive Devices have been devel-
oped from consumer suggestions. All of

them are expected to be taken into mass
production eventually. This RERC set-up
appears to be an effective means to make
sure that industry not only fills in the needs
of the emerging knowledge based-society,
but also the needed changes called for by
the demographic evolution.
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In Memoriam Jean-Claude Gabus
(1950-2003)
On his way to Paris,
on March 18, 2003,
Jean-Claude Gabus
suddenly died from
an heart attack at the
early age of 52. He
was director of FST1,
the Fondation Suisse
pour les Téléthèses
(Swiss Foundation for
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n
Technology), and in this capacity had been
involved in RTD projects of the European
Union for many years. Only about a week
before his sudden death he was in Brussels
discussing his ideas for the future of the
programme of the Information Society
Directorate-General, and talking about the
charter he wished to introduce amongst
fellow researchers from the Assistive
Technology Industry in Europe.

Jean-Claude Gabus spent his childhood in
Le Locle. Already as a boy he loved do-it-
yourself and had only one interest: repair-
ing damaged everyday objects. In 1972,
following some personal experiences that
had affected him, he tried to meet people’s
needs with technological aids. He was
hired by the company Carba, where he put
to use his first inventions and developed a
line of communication-aid products. In
less than ten years he had gained recogni-
tion for the quality of its products by users,
therapists, teachers, parents’ associations,
and even by the Swiss Invalidity Insurance
scheme. His fame already transcended
Switzerland’s borders. He then created FST
on December 16, 19821. 

In 20 years more than 10,000 disabled and
older persons in Switzerland and 6,000
abroad benefited from the FST’s services.
Among the best-known and most striking
innovations there was Hector (1984), the
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